
JR: ROLE & SCOPE 
 

[A] TERMINOLOGY  
– Policy: policy making is about choice [i.e a regional development plan] à NOTE: policy documents are 

generally something that doesn’t go through the legislative instrument process  
– Administration: there is no discretion – all the administrator has to do is to establish the facts & 

circumstances & then apply the principle [i.e specific planning permission] 
– Judicial Review:  process by which superior courts check the lawfulness of executive conduct, 

decisions & omissions & decide whether the repository of public power is authorised to act under 
legislative enactment. It is also concerned with the lawfulness of government action where it is founded 
upon non-statutory sources recognised at common law. 

– Discretion: decision-makers have a range of options in what they take into account or what they are 
able to decide 

– Accountability: the need for the executive government & administrative bodies to comply with the law, 
& in particular, to observe relevant limitations on the exercise of their powers: Corporation of the City 
of Enfield v Development Assessment Commission per Gaudron J 

[B] IMPORTANCE OF STATUTORY INTERPRETATION 
– Centrality of statutory interpretation: How to find out whether they (gvt) have acted outside their lawful 

authority?  
– NOTE: some powers don’t come from an act of parliament – they are ‘prerogative power’ which exists 

because of the nature of the role itself  
[C] SOURCES OF JUDICIAL POWER 

– Courts are concerned only with legality [as distinct from merits or factual re-consideration] à looks only 
at whether government decisions are lawfully taken & comply with the limits imposed by law 

Two step process: 
1. Apply to court for judicial review: court checks for the legality [ASK: is the jurisdiction Cth or QLD? 

This will determine what process for review you follow] 
a. The court does not have the power to vary or substitute the original decision 
b. Does have the power to affirm or set aside the original decision  

2. If decision is set aside: case is sent back to original decision-maker for the decision to be made again  
[D] CONSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

– It is important to remember the separation of powers doctrine – CH I = Parliament CH II = Executive CH 
III = Judiciary  

– NOTE: CH III courts are any courts which exercise Cth power – they can only exercise judicial power 
NOT executive power 

COMMONWEALTH JUDICIAL REVIEW 
 
– Constitution was adopted at federation in 1901 à s 75 provides for original jurisdiction of the High Court 
– Further reforms in 1977 enacted the ADJR Act 
– Additional reforms relating to the Federal Court – s 39B of Judiciary Act (Cth) inserted to mirror 

jurisdiction of the High Court of Australia  
– Federal Circuit Court is the lowest of the three federal courts but sometimes has the power to do judicial 

review 
– ASK: does it fall under: [1] Common Law/ Constitutional JR [2] Statutory JR under ADJR Act 

o Note: this will often be determined based on which elements can be satisfied 
 

ROUTE 1: COMMON LAW/ CONSTI JR  
 
Section 75 Consti: Original Jurisdiction of the High Court 
In all matters… 

(v) in which a writ of Mandamus or prohibition or an injunction is sought against an officer 
of the Commonwealth 

the High Court shall have original jurisdiction 
 
Justice Gaudron on s 75: 
“As a result of that tiny subsection, Ministers of the federal government, federal public servants, their agents 
and others acting on their behalf may be compelled to perform their Constitutional and legal duty and may 
be restrained from acting in excess of their constitutional or legal power. The section, like lamingtons and 
Australian Rules Football, is all our own; our own peculiar genius. That little subsection is quite unique. It has 
no equivalent, as far as I Know, in any other Constitution” 
Dixon J in Bank of NSW v Cth: 
“s 75 was written into the instrument to make it constitutionally certain that there would be a jurisdiction 
capable of restraining officers of the Cth from exceeding Federal Power” 
 

STEP 1: THRESHOLD (Justiciability) 
Structure: 
Aspects to note if the questions asks you how your answer would differ if it was Contsi JR 
1. The threshold requirements for Consti JR are obtained from s 75(v) of the Constitution. 
2. The threshold (justiciability) requirements for Consti JR are different compared to ADJR Act. NAME must 

be able to demonstrate there is a matter, justiciability & the decision-maker is an officer of the Cth. If all of 
these requirements are met NAME will be able to commence JR under s 75(v) consti 

 
[1] MATTER 
Structure: 
1. A matter involves some right or privilege or protection given by the law: Re Judiciary & Navigation Act  
2. The test is to determine whether there is some immediate right, duty or liability to be determined by the 

court: Re Judiciary & Navigation Act  
3. Here, there is a matter because the court is to determine the right/duty/liability of/between NAMES (i.e 

look to see if there is some justiciable issue between the parties) 
4. The present case is analogous to/distinguished from Re McBain where it was held…  
 
– RULE: a matter involves some right or privilege or protection given by the law, or the prevention, 

redress or punishment of some act inhibited by law: Re Judiciary & Navigation Act 
– ASK: is there some immediate right, duty or liability to be established by the determination of the 

court: Re Judiciary & Navigation Act 
– Legislation which purported to give an advisory opinion invalid as this was not a matter: Re Judiciary & 

Navigation Act 
Re McBain; ex parte Australian Catholic Bishops Conference: Vic passed Infertility Treatment Act 1995 
s 8 which said IVF only available to women who were married or in a heterosexual relationship. M wanted to 
provide fertility treatment to a single woman but was prevented under the law from doing so. M thought it 
was unfair & inconsistent with antidiscrimination law. The court held a provision of the Infertility Treatment 
Act was invalid cuz it was inconsistent with the Sex Discrimination Act – the provision limited fertilisation 
treatment to women who were married or living in a de facto relationship with a man. ACBC were not a party 

to the FCA proceedings & had no right to appeal against the decision. The Cth AG granted ACBA fiat to 
commence proceedings in the original jurisdiction of the HCA for certiorari to quash the decision HCA 
HELD: the proceedings did not give rise to a matter – there is no justiciable issue between the Bishops & Dr 
McBain or the AG of the Cth & McBain. ACBC were not bund by the declaration made by the Federal Court 
and there is no controversy about any immediate right, duty of liability 
 
[2] JUSTICIABILITY 
Structure: 
1. Here, the decision of DECISION-MAKER is justiciable because it is not a complex high level policy 

decision (regarding the area of law under which the decision was made – i.e the treatment of refugees in 
detention centre might be a policy decision but the funding of those centres is not) 

2. The present case is analogous to/distinguished from CASE, where it was held 
 
– Prerogative powers are non-justiciable [such as declarations of war] cuz it would not be appropriate for 

the courts to intervene on these matters 
– There is not automatic non-justiciability applied to foreign relations: Hicks v Ruddock 
– Complex high level policy decisions [sometimes called polycentric decisions] are non-justiciable but it is 

not automatic: Peko-Wallsend  
Hicks v Ruddock: H was confined to Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba – he sought JR of a decision 
by the Minister for Immigration not to request his release from internment. Minister argued there was no 
justiciable issue. Court dismissed the Minister’s application & ruled that the proceedings should go to 
hearing. Quoted the Kuwait Airways v Iraqi Airways exert from Lord Nicholls: the non-justiciable 
principle does not mean the judiciary must shut their eyes to a breach of an established principle of 
international law committed by one state against another when the breach is plain & indeed acknowledged  
Peko-Wallsend: Cth Cabinet made a decision to include the Kakadu National Park in the NT in the World 
Heritage List – this decision was made in the exercise of the prerogative power of the Crown, concerning 
Australian rights & obligations as a party to the convention. The Cabinet decision did not directly affect any 
existing interest of the Peko Group of companies but it was disadvantageous to them cuz of the opportunity 
to undertake mining within the existing mineral leases it held in the park. Peko commenced proceedings 
under 39B of the Judiciary Act to challenge the validity of the cabinet on the ground they failed to give a 
hearing to Peko in accordance with the requirements of natural justice. HELD: the decision of cabinet was 
not justiciable. Bowen CJ: the whole subjet-matter of the decision involved complex policy questions this in 
conjunction with its relationship to the terms of the convention placed the decision beyond review of the 
court.  
Century Metals and Mining NL v Yeomans: there is no general principle that decisions which are made in 
the public interest and/or which are politically controversial are immune from judicial review   
 
[3] OFFICER OF THE COMMONWEALTH  
Structure: 
1. Here, the DECISION-MAKER is an officer of the commonwealth because … APPLY FACTS (i.e they 

are a board, tribunal, commissioner etc) 
 
– No definitive HCA ruling on this term 
– Covers public servants, Ministers, tribunals, Boards, Commissions  
– There is some debate about whether a statutory corporation is an officer [NOTE: numerous FCA 

decisions have proceeded on the footing that a statutory corporation is not an officer of the Cth] 
 

STEP 2: GROUNDS OF REVIEW 
Structure: 
1. The grounds of review sought under Consti JR 75(v) are the same as those sought under the ADJR Act, 

except without specific reference to statutory provisions.   
 

– Look to the ADJR Act grounds à same grounds without reference to the ADJR Act statutory provisions 
– NOTE: your grounds of review will impact considerations relating to JE [only certain grounds will be 

considered a JE] & privative clauses below [application of privative clauses for JE & non-JE errors] 
 

STEP 3: JURISDICTIONAL ERROR 
Structure (when asked how parts would differ if not under ADJR Act à remedies would differ) 
1. There is a definitive difference between access to remedies under the ADJR Act & 75(v) Consti 
2. When seeking Consti JR under 75(v) NAME must first establish there is a JE in order in invoke a 

constitutional writ: Aala; Lane & Young text 
3. As indicated at part NUMBER IN EXAM (i.e B) the grounds of review NAME is seeking is LIST 

GROUNDS OF REVIEW 
4. Here, the grounds of INSERT GROUNDS will constitute a JE as confirmed by the court in Craig or 

Plaintiff S157 
5. The additional grounds of INSERT GROUNDS may/may not potentially constitute a JE, it will depend on 

whether that error goes to the core of the power & it is so serious & egregious to allow a court to rule that 
a decision was made outside the jurisdiction of the decision-maker  

6. As GROUND constitutes a JE this is sufficient to invoke the application of the constitutional writs under 
75(v)   

7. NAME will be seeking the remedies of … (similar to that under ADJR Act but consti name & why – 
i.e Certiorari to quash the decision of the decision-maker as it was not made in accordance with 
law in addition to mandamus to command the fulfilment of a public duty that remain 
unperformed in accordance with law) 

 
 
– Must establish a JE to invoke a constitutional writ under 75(v) in CL JR: Aala; Lane & Young text 
– JE is a requirement for the grant of prohibition & mandamus 
– Must establish the ground of review equates to a JE in order to get a remedy based on that ground 
– NOTE: certiorari is different & traditionally needed a JE OR an error of law on the face of the record à 

BUT: certiorari can only be given with mandamus or prohibition so must demonstrate JE  
– JE simply does not arise under the ADJR Act 1977 – JE does not play the same central role in JR: MIAC 

v SZMDS (2010) 
– JE is the main difference between Consti & ADJR Act JR (NOTE: JE is not the same as the ADJR Act 

remedy under 5(1)(c) & 6(1)(c) ‘person lacked jurisdiction’) 
 
Grounds of Review that constitute JE: 
– NOTE: as indicated above, to get a consti writ you need to demonstrate that there has been a JE – there 

are certain grounds of review that will lead to a conclusion that there has been a JE 
– Improper purpose [all the sub issues under that]: Craig v South Australia 
– Failing to take into account relevant AND/OR irrelevant considerations: Craig v South Australia 
– Procedural fairness: Plaintiff S 157/2002 
 
 
 

[A] Why Retained in Aus: 
– Former NSW Chief Justice Spigelman explained that “the distinction is necessitated in Australian law by 

our separation of powers doctrine” 
– In Australia the concept of JE has become increasingly important due to its role in the operation of 

privative clauses  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[B] Definition/ Attempts to Define: 
– There is a jurisdictional error if the decision-maker makes a decision outside the limits of the functions & 

powers conferred on them or does something which they lack the power to do: Hayne J in Aala 
– JE will occur where inferior court/decision-maker: mistakenly asserts or denies the existence of 

jurisdiction or if it misapprehends the nature or limits of its functions or powers in a case where it correctly 
recognises that jurisdiction does exist: Craig v South Australia 

– ASK: does the error go to the core of the power & is it so serious & egregious so as to allow a court to 
rule that a decision was made outside the jurisdiction of the decision-maker?  

 
Grounds of Review that constitute JE: 
– NOTE: as indicated above, to get a consti writ you need to demonstrate that there has been a JE – there 

are certain grounds of review that will lead to a conclusion that there has been a JE 
– Improper purpose [all the sub issues under that]: Craig v South Australia 
– Failing to take into account relevant AND/OR irrelevant considerations: Craig v South Australia 
– Procedural fairness: Plaintiff S 157/2002 
Craig v South Australia: concerned a decision made by the District Court of SA. The appellant had been 
charged with criminal offences but could not obtain legal representation & the judge made a ‘Dietrich order’ 
staying proceedings until such times as he could be provided with legal aid at public expense. State of SA 
sought JR before the SASC arguing the TJ had committed JE by misapplying the Dietrich principles. SC 
granted an order of certiorari, quashing the stay order, but the HCA allowed the appeal & dismissed 
application for JR of TJ decision. HCA made the point that an error of the nature alleged was not a JE so 
that certiorari did not lie. HCA indicated that inferior courts commit jurisdictional error where it [1] mistakenly 
asserts or denied the existence of jurisdiction or [2] misapprehends or disregards the nature or limits of its 
functions or powers after correctly recognising that jurisdiction does not exist. Additional acts of JE include 
[1] disregarding some matter which jurisdiction-conferring statute or instrument expressly requires it to take 
account of as a pre-condition to the exercise of its jurisdiction or [2] if it misconstrues the extent of its powers 
 
[C] JE versus Error of Law: 
– NOT THE SAME 
– An error of law arises when a court misinterprets its powers or statutory provisions. It may not be a 

jurisdictional error 
– Traditionally courts performing JR were confined to errors of law NOT errors of fact à BUT: M70 

confirmed the concept of jurisdictional facts 
 
Jurisdictional Facts: 
– Where a power is expressly conditioned upon the formation of a state of mind by the decision-maker, be 

it an opinion, belief, state of satisfaction or suspicion, the existence of the state of mind will constitute a 
jurisdictional fact: M70 

– [1] a statute will indicate certain facts must exist before a body can activate its power to make a decision 
(if A exists then the body may decide to do X) à [2] a wrong finding by the body as to the existence of 
those facts constitutes a JE – the facts are known as jurisdictional facts – e.g drivers licence must be 18 

– NOTE: although JR does not allow the court to invade the merits & to examine the sufficiency of the 
facts à the JF principles are rationalised on the basis that they are confined to those facts which the 
legislature has clearly specified must exist before the power can be exercised 

M70 case: Malaysia solution case – where there was an exchange of refugees between Aus & Malaysia. 
The jurisdictional validity of this was challenged. Minister for Immigration had power under the Migration Act 
to declare a country to be declared a destination for refugee exchange. The minister had to form the opinion 
that the country was an appropriate country – had to reach a state of satisfaction. Forming the opinion was a 
jurisdictional fact. At the time Malaysia was not a signatory to the UN convention on refugees & didn’t have 
domestic laws in place to deal with refugees determination. Ministers declaration could not be a declaration 
of hope or belief or expectation that the specified country will meet the criteria at some time in the future 
even if that time is imminent. It is a misconstruction of the statutory criteria to make a declaration of their 
subsistence based upon an understanding that the executive government of the specified country is keen to 
improve its treatment of refugees & asylum seekers: Per French CJ. 
 
[D] Consequence of JE: 
– General rule: once a decision is made it is final  
– Exception: decisions affected by jurisdictional error can be remade but only ‘in the very clearest of 

cases’: Bhardwaj 
– A decision involving jurisdictional error has not legal foundation & is properly to be regarded in law as no 

decision at all 
– Implications: no universal proposition that the JE on the part of a decision maker will lead to the 

decision having no consequences whatsoever à legal & factual consequences of the decision, if any, 
will depend upon the particular statute: Jadwan 

Jadwan: applied for renewal of aged care licence & they were refused so had to move to different facilities. 
Issue was whether the original refusal was a valid decision or not & was there JE or not? Did JR operate 
retrospectively or prospectively [did it reach back in time as if the decision never existed or is the decision 
only valid from JR date onwards?] It was traditionally thought it would always be retrospectively but this case 
said that was not the case - does not always operate retrospectively it may operate prospectively.  



STEP 4: PRIVATIVE CLAUSE 
Structure (if exam has privative clause without reference to Consti or ADJR Act) 
1. The operation of the privative clause in SECTION will vary depending on whether the JR is under the 

ADJR Act or under 75(v) consti.  This difference primarily arises because of the impact of JE. The ADJR 
Act is not subject to JE & as the ACT IN EXAM was enacted post 1977, the privative clause would be 
effective to prevent JR of the NAME’S decision.  

2. If there is a JE: At the commonwealth level: the HCA in Plaintiff S157/2002 has determined that a 
privative clause will not be effective to oust the jurisdiction of the court where there is a JE. This is 
because the effect of JE is that the decision never existed so there is nothing for the privative clause to 
operate on 

3. If there is no JE: The operation of the privative clause is different when there is no JE present. The 
modern approach of the court is that access to the court must be preserved unless clear words are used: 
Hockey. Here, there is clear words to limit access to the courts OR the clauses is a … (Now consider the 
4 categories under ‘modern approach of courts heading) 

 
– A privative clause is found in legislation & it attempts to prevent courts from pronouncing on the 

lawfulness of administrative action: Creyke & McMillan 
– It can also be a legislative provision that seeks to heavily restrict or exclude judicial review 
– It is important to keep separation of powers at front of your mind when thinking about privative clauses 
– Not surprisingly, the courts have resisted attempts by parliament to limit their powers by giving a 

restrictive interpretation to such legislative provisions: Creyke & McMillan 
Examples: 
– A privative clause decision is final & conclusive, it must not be challenged, appealed against, reviewed, 

quashed or called into question in any court, & it is not subject to prohibition, mandamus, injunction, 
declaration or certiorari in any court on any account 

– A decision or purported decision of the Commission is final; & may not be appealed against, reviewed, 
quashed or called into question in any court or tribunal whether on an issue of fact, law, jurisdiction or 
otherwise 
 

[A] Types of Privative Clauses: 
Taken from Administrative Review Council “Scope of Judicial Review” discussion paper 2003, appendix 2: 
– Clauses which seek to make orders, awards or decisions final  
– Clauses forbidding courts from granting remedies 
– Clause stipulating judicial review only on certain grounds, or amending range & scope of judicial review 
– Clauses imposes time limits on judicial review applications 
– Clauses giving a decision-making body very wide jurisdiction  
– Clauses providing protection for decisions, or that they have effect as if enacted by Parliament  
– Clauses providing for a self-executing decision 
– Clauses of evidentiary nature deeming valid all things done or results achieved 
 
[B] Effect of JE on Privative Clauses 
– Remedial consequence if jurisdictional error was proved: decision was retrospectively invalid, a nullity or 

void ab initio  
– NOW: apply that to a decision sought to be protected by a privative clause 
– EFFECT: the decision never existed, so there is nothing for the privative clause to operator on 
– RESULT: privative clauses cannot apply where a JE has been established  
 
Traditional Approach of Courts: 
– R v Hickman, Ex parte Fox and Clinton (1945): clause stated that the decisions of an industrial 

relations board shall not be challenged, appealed against, quashed or called into question, or be subject 
to prohibition, mandamus or injunction, in any court on any account whatever’. à A privative clause 
that read as ousting or precluding the HCA jurisdiction would be effective if: [1] the decision-maker 
made a bona fide attempt to use the statutory power given to them [2] the decision related to the subject 
matter of the legislation & was reasonably capable of being referred to the power 

 
Modern Approach of Courts: 
– Legislative supremacy = obedience to the clearly expressed wish of the legislature: Public Service 

Board of NSW v Osmond (1986) 
– Preserving access to the court = can’t be taken away without clear words: Hockey v Yelland 
 
– The court faced with a privative clause that purports to exclude review of an administrative decision is to 

construe the clause in the context of its legislative framework. There are some general presumptions that 
will influence the process 

[A] NO APPEAL: a ‘final & conclusive’ clause will generally be construed as meaning there is no right of 
appeal à BUT: does not block access to JR (JR is not an appeal – but note: if the clause also restrict 
reviewability then this can not prevent its operation): Hockey (1984) 
[B] DENIAL OF A SPECIFIC REMEDY: A selective clause which blocks a particular JR remedy. Had been 
treated sympathetically prior to more recent case law which suggests remedies cannot be blocked for 
serious jurisdictional error 
[C] TIME CLAUSES: clauses which limit the time within which judicial review proceedings must be 
commenced have generally been accepted by the courts. Time limits like the ADJR 28 day limit (s 11) 
generally allowed. This is a restriction but is not extinguishing access to courts. But when using 75(v) of 
Consti courts are harsher on attempts to impose a time limit: see Bodruddaza 
[D] ALTERNATIVE TO JUDICIAL REVIEW: Will be more sympathetic to clauses which offer an appeal but 
make it the only appeal mechanism: See Commissioner of Taxation v Futuris Corporation (2008) 
 
Hockey v Yelland: A neurology board, in the exercise of its function under the Workers’ Compensation Act 
1916 (Qld) rejected a claim by Hockey for compensation under the Act, on the basis that Hockey had not 
suffered an ‘injury’ as defined by the Act. Section 14C(11) of the Act provided that: the determination by the 
Board shall be final & conclusive & the claimant shall have no right to have any of those matters heard & 
determined by way of appeal or otherwise, by any court or judicial tribunal whatsoever. Hockey sought 
certiorari to quash the decision of the board for error of law on the face of the record. HCA HELD: there was 
no error of law disclosed. Gibbs CJ: the provisions of 14C(11) do not oust the jurisdiction of the Supreme 
Court to issue writs of Certiorari. It is a well recognised principle that the right of recourse to the courts is not 
to be taken away except by clear words. The provision that the board’s determination shall be final does not 
prevent the issue of certiorari for excess of jurisdiction or error of law on the face of the record 
Osmond: O sought a declaration that he was entitled to be given reasons for a decision by the Public 
Service Board not to appoint him to a position. NSWCA HELD: such a declaration should be granted. One of 
the issues arising was whether the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court to grant a declaration had been ousted 
by s 65A(6) of the Public Service Act 1979. Court HELD: the jurisdiction had been ousted. Kirby P: need to 
maintain supremacy of parliament BUT: also JR to ensure public power is exercised in accordance with the 
law à these considerations have tended to render nugatory the attempts by legislation to make the actions 
of interior tribunals immune from scrutiny of superior courts. The claimed relief the appellant sought appears 
outside the scope of the purported ouster clause 

Bodruddaza: HCA struck down a provision in the Migration Act which imposed a time limit of 84 days from 
notification of a visa refusal decision for commencing proceedings under 75(v) to challenge that decision. 
HELD: the provision unduly curtailed or limited the ability to seek relief under 75(v) 
Commissioner of Taxation v Futuris Corporation: explained that the effect of this scheme is that an error 
in the assessment process did not go to jurisdiction & did not attract remedies under either the consti 75(v) 
or the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) s 39B 
 
[C] Privative Clauses & the Consti: 
– RULE: Cannot block access to the court when a jurisdictional error is made: Plaintiff s157/2002 
– NOTE: if there is no JE – then look to the modern approach of the courts above to see if one of the 

presumptions will apply to allow JR 
– Two fundamental constitutional propositions from Plaintiff s157/2002 

[1] jurisdiction of the HCA to grant relief under s 75(v) of the consti cannot be removed by or under a law 
made by parliament – specifically the jurisdiction to grant relief where there has been a JE by an officer 
of the Cth cannot be removed.  
[2] the judicial power of the Cth cannot be exercised otherwise than in accordance with Ch III – 
parliament cannot confer on a non-judicial body the power to conclusively determine the limits of its own 
jurisdiction 

– Essentially this case determined: there is constitutionally entrenched a minimum provision of judicial 
review 

Plaintiff S157/2002: Plaintiff applied for a protection visa & was refused. The RRT affirmed the delegates 
decision but plaintiff challenged the decision in the FCA – the case was then remitted to a differently 
constituted tribunal that again affirmed the decision. The plaintiff wanted to challenge the decision in the 
HCA on PF on basis tribunal took into account material directly relevant & adverse to him without giving him 
notice or an opportunity to address it. The Migration Act sought to exclude JR of ‘decisions taken under the 
Act & purported decision: ‘a decision purportedly made, or proposed to be made, or required to be made 
under this Act… that would be a… decision if there was not (a) a failure to exercise jurisdiction or (b) an 
excess of jurisdiction in making the decision. HCA HELD: the section did not prevent JR of decisions that 
involved a JE – decisions of that character were not ‘privative clauses decisions’.  
 
[D] Privative Clauses & the States: 
– RULE: A privative clause cant operate in a way so as to change the essential operation of the Supreme 

Court which would ultimately impact the HCA ability to exercise jurisdiction under the consti: Kirk 
Kirk: Kirk was the director of a company (Kirk Group Holdings) which owned a farm in NSW. Due to Kirks 
poor health & lack of farming experience the company employed Palmer to manage the farm & he was 
given an all-terrain vehicle to use on the property. In 2001, Palmer was using the vehicle to deliver steel to 
contractors working in the back paddock & the vehicle crashed & Palmer died. Kirk & the Company were 
convicted in the Industrial Relations Court of NSW under s 15 & 16 for failing to ensure a safe workplace. 
Section 179(6) provided that decisions of the Industrial Court could not be appealed to the Full Bench of the 
Industrial Court, but were otherwise final & may not be appealed against, reviewed, quashed or called into 
question by any court or tribunal including by prohibition, certiorari or mandamus, injunctions or declaration. 
NSWCA held the lower court decisions did not disclose jurisdiction error & dismissed the application. HCA 
granted special leave to appeal & reversed the decision of the NSWCA. The HCA recognised that the 
Constitution entrenches JR by the State Supreme Courts. Their analysis required 3 steps: [1] Ch 3 s 73(ii) 
provides the HCA with appellate jurisdiction from the Supreme Courts of any State [2] legislatures cant deny 
State Supreme Courts of their essential character (if they did it would change the HCA powers & 
characteristics – prevent them from exercising 73(ii)) [3] A defining characteristic of the State Supreme 
Courts was their ability to find jurisdictional error. HCA noted: legislation which would take from a State 
Supreme Court power to grant relief on account of JE is beyond State legislative power.  
 
[E] Principle of Legality: 
– Parliament is presumed not to alter the common law except to the extent specified clearly in statute & 

express statutory authority is required to curtail or abrogate a fundamental right or freedom [Aus does 
not have a Charter of a Bill of Rights] 

– The true meaning of a legal text almost always depends on a background of concepts, principles, 
practices, facts, rights & duties which the authors of the text took for granted or understood without 
conscious advertence, by reason of their common language or culture: McHugh J  

– Spigelman J’s list: [1] to retrospectively change rights & obligations; [2] to deny procedural fairness to 
persons affected by the exercise of public power; [3] to give executive immunities a wide application. 

– Spigelman J also stated: Common law rights over with, but is not identical to, the list of human rights 
specified in international human rights instruments  

Attorney-General for South Australia v Corporation of the City of Adelaide and Ors: Heydon J’s 
dissent: He held that the by-law contained wording which was too general, ambiguous & uncertain to grant 
a power to make by-laws having the adverse effect on free speech of the challenged clauses 
 

STEP 5: REMEDIES 
Section 75 Consti: Original Jurisdiction of the High Court 
In all matters… 

(v) in which a writ of Mandamus or prohibition or an injunction is sought against an officer 
of the Commonwealth 

the High Court shall have original jurisdiction 
 
– Correct to refer to them as ‘constitutional writs’: Re Refugee Review Tribunal; Ex parte Aala Kirby J 
– Different legal principles may govern the issue of constitutional as opposed to prerogative writs: See 

Bodruddaza v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs  
Re Refugee Review Tribunal; Ex parte Aala: Aala commenced an action in the original jurisdiction of the 
HCA contending that he had been denied natural justice by the Refugee Review Tribunal, which had 
affirmed a decision by a delegate of the minister that Aala did not qualify for a protection visa. At the time the 
Federal Court could not grant relief on the ground of breach of natural justice: s 476(2). HCA UPHELD: 
Aala’s contentions that there had been a breach of natural justice & granted 3 prerogative remedies [1] 
prohibition to restrain the minister from acting on the tribunal’s decision [2] certiorari to quash the tribunal’s 
decision [3] mandamus to require the tribunal to reconsider Aala’s case 
 
[A] DISCRETIONARY 
1. Court has discretion to refuse a remedy NWS that a breach of a ground of review has been established 
2. Standard grounds for refusal of a remedy are: 

[1] Inexcusable delay by an applicant in commencing proceedings 
[2] Ineffectiveness or futility of granting a remedy 
[3] Existence of a more convenient & satisfactory alternative remedy 
[4] Failure of the applicant to utilise statutory appeal procedure before commencing JR proceedings  
[5] Acquiescence by an applicant in or waiver of a breach 
[6] Unwarranted prejudice to the interests of a party relying on the administrative decision 
[7] Competing public interest  
[8] Stopping an imminent national election  

– Barriers can arise at conclusion & outset of JR proceedings à i.e existence of suitable alternative 
remedy more likely to be raised at the outset which precludes a full hearing  - see s 10 ADJR Act  

– Applications for JR may be refused if there is an alternative to JR: see Kamha v Australian Prudential 
Regulation Authority: [AAT was an adequate alternative to JR] 

– No relief if JR proceeding used inappropriately to review decisions made in the course of a criminal 
prosecution  

 
ADJR Act s 10 Rights conferred by this Act to be additional to other rights 
(2)(b) The Federal Court may … refuse to grant an application …for the reason: 
(i) that the applicant has sought a review by the court, or by another court, of that decision, conduct or 
failure otherwise than under this Act; or 
(ii) that adequate provision is made by any law other than this Act under which the applicant is entitled 
to seek a review by the court, by another court, or by another tribunal, authority or person, of that decision, 
conduct or failure. 
 
[B] CONSTITUTIONAL WRITS 
[1] OPTION 1: Mandamus 
– Granted by a superior court to command fulfillment of a duty of a public nature that remains 

unperformed & for which no other specific legal remedy is available: R v War Pensions 
Entitlement Appeal Tribunal; Ex parte Bott 

– NOTE: this remedy will not be granted where the duty has been fulfilled but incorrectly  
– NOTE: unperformed means not performed in accordance with the law – if there are certain 

procedures that were not followed or there were relevant factors not taken into account then the duty 
will still remain unperformed & you can request certiorari & then mandamus to compel fresh decision 

 
5 ways the issue can arise: 
1. Legislation will impose non-discretionary duty that is to be performed once certain facts are 

established 
2. Different role where a decision involving a discretionary element has been erroneously made.  

i. Court will grant mandamus to compel fresh decision or exercise of the power, but not the 
exercise of the power in a particular way: Bott 

ii. Usually used where breach is of one or more of the criteria of legality, i.e breach of natural justice 
by the decision-maker, consideration of irrelevant matter, or erroneous construction of legislation: 
Sinclair v Mining Warden at Maryborough  

3. Will not issue where decision-maker, who acted erroneously in exercising a statutory power, is under 
no duty to exercise that power – i.e in Plaintiff M61/2010E v Cth [there was a compassionate 
exemption Minister had under legislation – there was no duty] 

4. To compel another court to exercise jurisdiction that court has declined to exercise, or to compel 
court to exercise jurisdiction differently [i.e to observe natural justice, or to construe legislative 
provision differently]: R v Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration; Ex parte Ozone 
Theatres (Aust) 

5. Where very existence of a public duty is the issue in dispute: see Yarmirr v Australian 
Telecommunication Corporation AND also Mudginberri Station v Langhorne 

i. Yamirr: Yarmirr people were trying to seek JR & get mandamus to compel ATC to connect 
phone services to this remote community. FCA declined to issue mandamus – HELD: there was 
no enforceable statutory duty to connect phone services to every part of Australia & there might 
be other considerations why they could not get phone services. Not up to the courts to compel 
phone services to be connected  

ii. Mudginberri: Remote cattle station in South Australia. Langhorne was the officer from 
government department responsible for certifying the meat inspectors. Mudginberri went to FCA 
for JR for mandamus to compel public duty to be performed. Had to determine whether it was an 
enforceable statutory duty. HELD: there was an enforceable statutory duty to provide meat 
inspectors. Public duty will exist (general rule) only when statute imposes such a duty. 
International law does not impose duties enforceable in domestic law by mandamus nor will it lie 
to enforce a duty of a private nature 

 
Bott: HELD: the tribunal had not erred in refusing Bott’s application for a war pension. The court 
declined to grant mandamus to direct the tribunal to rehear & determine his application  
 
[2] OPTION 2: Prohibition  
– Granted by superior court to restrain a body from exceeding its power or usurping a jurisdiction that 

it does not have [used more frequently in the federal jurisdiction] 
– ASK: is the body about to exceed their powers or are they about to exercise a power they don’t 

have? 
– NOTE: this remedy can only be granted if they power hasn’t already been exercised à must be 

done before the power have been exercised  
– Essence of the writ: classic statement in R v Wight: prohibition is a proper remedy to restrain a 

body or functionary that acts or is about to act beyond power 
– Developed in tandem with law relating to certiorari – see R v Electricity Commissioners; Ex parte 

London Electricity Joint Committee  
– Temporal divide: Prohibition prohibits further action being taken prior to a decision being 

implemented [sometimes overlaps with certiorari]; continuing operation of decision can provide 
reason for prohibition to issue 

 
R v Hibble; Ex parte Broken Hill Proprietary: Knox CJ & Gavin Duffy J: so long as a judgment or 
order made without jurisdiction remains in force so as to impose liabilities upon an individual, prohibition 
will lie to correct the excess of jurisdiction  
Re Wakim; Ex parte McNally: HCA declined to quash a Federal Court order winding up a company 
that was made, without jurisdiction, six years earlier, cuz 3rd parties might have acquired rights under the 
order in the meantime. BUT: court granted prohibition to restrain further action being taken on the 
strength of the Federal Court order [specifically a proposed examination of the company directors] 
 
[3] OPTION 3: Certiorari  
– Enables a superior court to quash a decision  
– NOTE: quash means to remove all legal effect  
– Classic statement of the requirements: Atkin LJ in R v Electricity Commissioners; Ex parte London 

Electricity Joint Committee (UK) àCertiorari issues to a body having legal authority to determine 
questions affecting the rights of subjects and having the duty to act judicially  

 
Modern Requirements: 
1. The decision must have a discernible or apparent legal effect upon rights: Hot Holdings v Creasy 

(1996) [not logically possible to deprive a decision of legal effect if it has no legal effect] 
– Certiorari to quash a report of preliminary step can be difficult as there will be no legal effect – may 

be refused if there is a more convenient and satisfactory alternative remedy or process: Ainsworth v 
Criminal Justice Commission 


